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“Once a new technology rolls over you, if you're
not part of the steamroller, you are part of the
road.”
– Stewart Brand
This quote holds true for me, and it is especially applicable in this
period when we are experiencing transformation of technology
at a rapid speed.
Since technology is the most important determinant of a country's
development, it is the restraint of every citizen to establish a strong hold on technology
and latest tech devices. Over the past few years, the country has witnessed a substantial
shift in technology adoption, which is a positive indication of the country's development in
the BFSI (Banking, Financial Services & Insurance) sector.
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In this edition of BFSI India, the cover story published is one of the most talked-about
segments of the BFSI sector right now i.e. Dynamics of Payment Gateway – Anytime,
Anywhere.
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In this Edition, you will also see a special coverage on ‘Safeguarding BFSI Sector from Cyber
Threats”.
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Another section of the Issue also covers all the latest updates and technological
developments from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast
about all key developments in India and globally.
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BFSI IT Briefs
FHB partner with MX for Mobile Banking and Empowering Customers with Financial Insights:

Recently, MX, the market leader in data
enhancement and modern connectivity for
the fintechs, financial institutions, and
organizations worldwide, has announced that
FHB, the First Hawaiian Bank has gone live for

mobile banking to complement digital
banking strategy of FHB that will deliver
appealing customer experiences, on MX
Helios platform. FHB has a legacy of serving
individuals, generations of families, and
businesses. The bank is meeting the emerging
needs of its customers both in-person and,
across all its digital platforms through a suite
of innovative, digital options and services.
Powered by Industry leading data platform of
MX’s, FHB will continue assisting its customers
all over Hawaii, Guam, Saipan and the U.S. by
delivering a secure location to interact with all
of the financial relationships of them. Credit
cards, debit cards, banking accounts, loans,

investments, etc. can now be easily managed
through the new digital platform, thereby
enabling the personalized smart insights to
automatically guide, inform, and engage the
users where they are. “Our mobile app is a key
component to our digital strategy which is
driven by providing intuitive tools that
empower our customers to manage and
direct their financial lives,” said Chris Dods,
Vice Chairman and Chief Operating Officer at
First Hawaiian Bank. “MX has been a great
partner for us in developing a mobile platform
that gives our customers a holistic view of
their finances with unique insights that help
them make sound financial decisions.”.

Infosys Chairman Nandan Nilekani stated that India Is at the Cusp of AI innovation:
Aadhaar architect and Infosys chairman
Nandan Nilekani in a statement stated that
India is at the cusp of some major innovations
in AI (artificial intelligence). He said that the
as the result of government's focus on setting
up payment systems over the past few years
has now been huge trove of data sets across
systems. "The time is right to apply AI across
the board to India's most challenging issues
across areas like healthcare and education.
Both the business side and the government
side are well placed to apply AI in a unique
way," said Nilekani. Creating the good AI
infrastructure require huge amounts of data.
“Both the business side and the government
side are well placed to apply AI in a unique

way,” said Nilekani, in a fireside chat which
was organised to celebrate the very first

anniversary of INDIAai- the national AI portal
set up Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology (MeitY), National E-Governance

Division, and Nasscom. When asked, when
Artificial Intelligence can help India make
another revolutionary application like
Aadhaar or UPI, Nandan Nilekani stated that
the National Translation Mission to translate
Indian languages is an interuption from India
in the language category. "To my mind the
work that Niti Ayog is doing on national
translation mission is a huge disruption. India
is a unique country where diverse set of
languages are spoken, and everyone speaks
at least 2-3 languages. I think India can show
the world how well we can create such a
platform," he added.

Synechron partners with Squirro to empower data for financial services:

NY based IT and consulting firm Synechron,
focused on the global financial services, has
entered into a partnered with the AI
(Augmented Intelligence) solutions provider,
Squirro. Companies have been working

together to deliver the innovative solutions
to clients from financial services, helping
them to extract insights from the
unstructured data and unlock the power of
information by leveraging AI. The insight can
be used for better understand clients and
their markets, and thus deliver a best user
experience to the clients. “Collaboration is at
the heart of what we do and partnering with
Squirro in the hackathon made it clear what
potential we had together,” said Mihir Shah,
Head, Europe, Middle East, and APAC,
Synechron. “One of the greatest challenges
financial services firms are facing is how to
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manage their unstructured data. The work
we are doing with Squirro is not only enabling
our clients to understand that data but also
allowing them to leverage it, through the use
of Augmented Intelligence. The partnership
provides our clients with the benefit of
working with a leading professional services
firm with world-class financial services
expertise, paired with Squirro’s cutting-edge
technology. The work we have done together
with Squirro thus far is testament to what can
be achieved, and I am excited to see what this
partnership will bring in the future,” said
Shah.
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BFSI IT Briefs
LoanTap has chosen CyborgIntell's AI Platform to help speed up the development of digital lending products.

LoanTap has established a partnership with
Cyborgintell, an AI software firm. LoanTap's
business image has always been around
offering flexible and friendly products to their
customers. LoanTap hopes to streamline
their whole trip and provide a distinct AI

model in the digital
lending industry as a
result
of
this
collaboration.
The
approach will aid in the
development
and
implementation of fast AI
solutions for better
customer service and
lower operating costs.
LoanTap will be able to
assess massive amounts of customer data,
analyse consumer behaviour, organise, and
track consumer journeys to prevent defaults,
and hence improve loan disbursement
turnaround
times,
thanks
to
the
incorporation of AI and ML algorithms.
Consumers will be guided further through the

loan experience by AI, which will include
reminders to return on time and the
development of consumer profiles, allowing
us to efficiently service our customers while
also providing them with an optimum
product. The adaptation of artificial
intelligence will enable us to target our
consumers and make internal processing of
loans seamless, ultimately driving value for
our customers with a customized, fast, and
convenient experience”.
LoanTap will be able to assess massive
amounts of customer data, analyse consumer
behaviour, organise, and track consumer
journeys to prevent defaults, and hence
improve loan disbursement turnaround
times, thanks to the incorporation of AI and
ML algorithms.

InCred Finance and KKR India Financial Services have teamed up to offer a variety of lending options.
The non-bank lending company of American
private equity giant KKR India Financial
Services (KIFS) and InCred Financial Services,
the retail and MSME lending business of
InCred, have sealed a deal to integrate the
two lending businesses a year after first
discussing a cooperation. InCred Finance,
founded in 2016 by Bhupinder Singh, is a
tech-enabled lending organisation that offers
consumer, small business, and education
loans online and offline. KIFS, which was
launched in 2009, provides financial solutions
to Indian enterprises. "KKR's long-term vision
and dedication to the India storey aligns well
with InCred's goal of building a leading
financial institution that will play a
meaningful role in India's credit ecosystem,"
said Singh, InCred's Founder and CEO.
InCred's retail non-banking financing
company and KIFS will be amalgamated
under the terms of the agreement to

establish InCred Finance, which will be
overseen by CEO Bhupinder Singh. A
syndicate led by Singh and
including existing InCred
investors will own the
majority of InCred Finance.
A consortium led by KKR
and made up of existing
KIFS investors will keep a
significant minority share in
the company. At the time of
the transaction's closure,
KKR will be InCred Finance's
single largest investor, and
the firm will remain a longterm strategic partner. “This is a great
milestone for KKR’s India business
considering the market-leading retail lending
company Bhupinder and his team have
created in just a few short years. Bringing
together InCred Finance and KIFS will create

a larger enterprise with the enhanced
resources and investment acumen. KIFS has

been a long-time market leader and we are
excited to address India’s lending opportunity
with an even greater array of flexible
solutions for borrowers," said Gaurav Trehan,
Partner and CEO of KKR.

Biconomy introduces Hyphen, a cross-chain transaction:
RAH Infotech, India's technology distributor,
has entered into a partnership with Micro
Focus,
an
enterprise
software
company, to
assist
Indian
businesses in
beginning their
digital
transformation
journeys and
building more
agile,
cybersecurity,
and
analytics-driven
businesses. RAH Infotech will use its Pan-

India distribution network as a national
distributor to deliver Micro Focus' whole

suite of technological solutions in the areas of
Hybrid IT, Security, Enterprise DevOps, and
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Predictive Analytics. The company provides
the insights , efficiency, and automation
required to compete in today's fast shifting
marketplace with its extensive portfolio
underpinned by advanced analytics. “The
Covid-19 pandemic changed the way
businesses use technology and it helped to
accelerate digital transformation across
business verticals worldwide. The WFH and
lockdown norms posed new challenges as
enterprises worked to maintain business
continuity and their operational stability. The
Micro Focus portfolio of software solutions
addresses these challenges with its industryleading digital transformation solutions,” said
Ashok
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Arya joins hands with the State Bank of Mauritius to expand its commodity finance capabilities:
The State Bank of Mauritius (SBM), India, has
struck a strategic collaboration with Arya,
India's largest post-harvest Agritech
company, to boost its finance solutions
capabilities. This collaboration will serve to
create favourable conditions for the
advancement of mutually beneficial aims and
a broader penetration of its integrated
services in the mid-market segment, which
includes mid-sized businesses and higher-end
SMEs. Ritesh Raman, Arya's chief business
officer for storage solutions, elaborated on
the partnership "We are committed to
improving access to credit, easing the
financing process, and providing robust
solutions for instant credit to every client in
the Agri value chain, as stated in the Arya
brand promise. SBM Bank India is led by a
core team of industry experts with deep
subject understanding. This partnership will

only help us solidify our position as the
market leader." Senior Spokesperson SBM
Bank India, said, "We are focusing on
commodity financing portfolio and this

partnership strengthens our hold in the
segment. At SBM Bank India, we believe in
empowering our collaborators through our
banking expertise, to improve their offerings
as well as, uplift their end customers'
financial requirements. Through our
collaboration with Arya, we are expanding
our presence to cater to the agri-traders and
agri-entrepreneurs across the country and
offering them customized solutions to help
them grow and prosper." The use of hightech banking capabilities is more important
than ever in today's landscape to fulfil the
needs of a continuously changing business
and a diverse borrower base. These kinds of
partnerships make it easier to do business,
allowing for more frictionless loan
procedures, more efficient operations for
end users, and new chances for digital
engagement.

Tech Mahindra strengthens its partnership with Microsoft in order to improve hybrid cloud capabilities:

Tech Mahindra has increased its partnership
with Microsoft in order to improve hybrid
cloud capabilities. The partnership seeks to
use Microsoft Azure Stack HCI, a new
hyperconverged
infrastructure
(HCI)
technology, to help enterprises speed hybrid

cloud transformation, simplify virtualized
workloads, and improve corporate
resilience. Tech Mahindra's integration
with Azure allows the company to get the
most out of on-premise investments
while ensuring business continuity,
safeguarding resources, and enabling
new business scenarios for businesses.
Tech Mahindra hopes to create
innovation and agility for its clients
through this relationship by matching their
goals and future product development in the
Azure Stack HCI space. Vivek Gupta, Head Global Cloud Services, Tech Mahindra, said,
“Being cloud ready is critical for enterprises
today
to
accelerate
their
digital

transformation roadmap. In line with our
TechM CLOUDNXT.NOW framework, the
collaboration will enable organizations to
become agile, resilient and flexible without
compromising on performance and security
in an increasingly remote work environment
today.” Talal Alqinawi, Senior Director, Azure
at Microsoft, said, “By extending our
longstanding
relationship
with Tech
Mahindra to Azure Stack HCI, we will
empower enterprises to build and deploy
cloud-native applications with seamless
access to cloud services. This will enable
customers to maintain business continuity,
secure resources and drive innovation.

KreditBee Introduces the ‘KreditBee Card,' A New Age Card for India.
With the launch of the ‘KreditBee Card,'
KreditBee, one of India's largest digital
lending platforms, forayed into the card
market. The card gives unserved and
underserved banking customers access to
short-term liquidity with several repayment
options, avoiding the requirement for a
separate loan. For the launch of this product,
KreditBee has teamed with RuPay and RBL
Bank. The KreditBee Card is a credit-line
backed prepaid card for end users, in which
the amount is loaded into the KreditBee card
account when the user makes a transaction
or requests a withdrawal By the end of FY22,
KreditBee plans to provide 1 million cards. In
terms of ticket size and payback alternatives,

it provides diversity and
flexibility. A credit limit
of up to 10,000 can be
obtained
by
the
customer, which must
be repaid within a single
billing cycle of no more
than 45 days. The
cardholder is able to
make
several
withdrawals
or
purchases (within the
credit limit) while incurring lower fees (no
hidden charges). The virtual card will also aid
new to credit consumers in building their
credit score in order to be able to obtain
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financing in the future, promoting a healthy
credit culture while also promoting financial
inclusion.
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BFSI IT Briefs
For enhanced security and compliance in the cloud, McAfee Enterprise has announced an integration with
Microsoft Dynamics 365:
Microsoft Dynamics 365 is a set of intelligent
business solutions that has enabled
businesses to upgrade operational efficiency
and provide more appealing customer
experiences. It connects customers with
products, people with data, and supply chains
and storefronts with linked business apps to
reach more customers in more places.
MVISION Cloud, which is part of McAfee
Enterprise's secure access service edge
(SASE) offering – MVISION Unified Cloud Edge
(UCE), is now offering enhanced security
coverage for Microsoft Dynamics 365, a set of
enterprise resource planning and customer

relationship

management

software

applications. Russ Connell, Sr. Partner
Development Manager, Microsoft said,
“We’re pleased to see McAfee’s commitment
to supporting and securing this
ever-increasing demand. MVISION
Cloud integrates with Microsoft
Dynamics 365’s APIs—ensuring
our
joint
customers
can
successfully meet key security and
compliance requirements.” Due to
its policy flexibility and ease of use,
MVISION Cloud for Dynamics 365

is suitable for various industry verticals,
including education, banking, logistics, and
healthcare, as well as businesses of all sizes.

Equitas SFB's Fintech Accelerator will enable banks to offer VAS to their clientele:

Equitech, a Fintech Accelerator aimed at the
start-up ecosystem, will be launched by
Equitas Small Finance Bank. It's a one-of-akind initiative that aims to help Fintechs scale

up and establish their go-tomarket strategy. This will assist
Fintechs in progressing to the
next level and bringing their
products to a more focused
clientele. The initiative was
officially launched on August 7th,
and the application procedure for
enrolment has begun. The main
focus of Equitech will on banking
technology such as payments,
lending,
CASA,
transaction
banking, API banking, governance, and
regulations, as well as on some other
technologies such as agri-tech, banking
technology, clean energy, government
technology, and other horizontal sectors

across the key focus areas. Through Equitas
Small Finance Bank's digital platform and
APIsandbox for product development, the
nominated companies will have direct access
to world-class infrastructure. There will be
specialised cohorts, as well as mentors and an
expert panel; start-ups will collaborate
closely with these specialists to develop their
products, and Equitas will provide the
appropriate legal and regulatory support.
Deep-dive meetings with a pool of
mentors/core groups, which include industry
experts, will be beneficial to aspiring
entrepreneurs. The selected Fintech may also
have the opportunity to work with Equitas
SFB as a first ever commercial business
partner or as a co-brand partner.

RBL Bank has chosen AWS to help stimulate its AI development:
New agreements with D-Vois and Netplus
have been launched by Facebook India to
help expand internet access across the
country. ISPs will use
Facebook Connectivity's
Express Wi-Fi platform to
create
public
Wi-Fi
hotspots in Bangalore and
many cities across Punjab,
respectively, in order to
give customers with fast,
affordable, and reliable
internet
over
Wi-Fi.
Express Wi-Fi is a
Facebook Connectivity software platform
that enables mobile operators, satellite
operators, and internet service providers to

build, grow, and monetise their Wi-Fi
businesses in a sustainable and scalable
manner, while providing their customers with

faster, higher-quality, and more affordable
internet. Partners in more than 30 nations
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use the platform, which connects millions of
people all around the world. Eight partners
have already deployed the technology in
India, providing public Wi-Fi alternatives to
people in 12 states. During the current Covid19 crisis in India, Facebook used its Express
Wi-Fi partner networks to distribute Covidrelated information from reliable sources
with micro villages and towns all over the
country. The two new collaborations with DVois and Netplus will not only provide more
ways for people, communities, and
enterprises to connect effortlessly, but they
will also spur economic opportunities that
could help local economies expand and
innovat
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Amazon, Google, and Microsoft have joined the US cyber team to combat ransomware:

Officials from the US Department of
Homeland Security recently revealed that

Amazon, Google, and Microsoft have
joined forces to battle cyberattacks
and protect cloud computing systems
from cybercriminals. The internet
giants are among the organisations
that have signed on to be members of
a Joint Cyber Defense Partnership
focused at merging government and
private sector capabilities and
competencies to tackle cyberattacks,
as per the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency. " Our main importance will

be on trials to counter cyberattacks and
building a strategic framework to accomplish
concerns that affect cloud service providers
with these really strong collaborators," said
CISA director Jen Easterly. Last week, US Vice
President Joe Biden expressed alarm about
the rapid surge in cybercrime, particularly
ransomware, which encrypts individuals'
data and then asks for money to recover
accessibility

EedenBull and Mastercard are working together to improve payment modernization:
EedenBull, a FinTech that specialises in B2B
commercial payments technology, has joined
Mastercard Track Business Payment Service
to improve its revolutionary Commercial
Payments as-a-Service solution. Mastercard
Track streamlines the communication of
payment-related data between customers
and providers. "The global epidemic is
hastening the transition to automated B2B
payments, as well as altering businesses'
digital expectations. As a result, banks require
assistance in improving their offerings to
avoid losing client loyalty or missing out on
the great possibility that lies ahead. This

partnership
demonstrates our
commitment
to
providing
our
banking partners
with optimal B2B
payment solutions
that enable them
to address the
diverse needs of their corporate customers,"
said Nicki Bisgaard, CEO and Co-Founder of
EedenBull. EedenBull also signed a major
partnership with National Australia Bank,
which would allow the bank to implement

EedenBull's transaction and expenditure
management platform to its small and
medium-sized business customers.

To launch Airtel Office Internet, Airtel has collaborated with Google Cloud and Cisco:
Bharti Airtel has launched a new 'Airtel
Office
Internet,'
a
streamlined
enterprise-grade solution for small
enterprises and early-stage IT startups,
among many others. According to a
corporate
statement,
developing
businesses across India are looking for
reliable connection and
digital
productivity solutions to help them
improve their agility, efficiency, and
customer service. "Airtel Office Internet

is based on these findings and offers a unified
solution with one package and one bill that
includes
secured
high-speed
data
connections, audio and video conferencing,
and business productivity tools," it stated. It
includes FTTH broadband with symmetric
speeds up to 1 Gbps, as well as boundless
local and long-distance calling. Cisco and
Kaspersky provide built-in operator safety to
stop harmful and undesired domains,
malware, crypto-lockers, and assaults..

FxPro has teamed up with Currenycloud to introduce BnkPro, a banking app:

FxPro, a worldwide broker, has teamed up
with Currencycloud, a B2B embedded crossborder solutions provider, to launch BnkPro,

a new release of convenient and flexible emoney services. The affluent mass portion of
the market will be able to access private
banking-like offerings through such a quick
and easy app provided by BnkPro. Customers
will be able to construct a multi-currency
digital wallet and get a Mastercard debit card
using this application. "The FxPro Group and
our businesses have always worked for
continuous technological advancement, and
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this collaboration would be another step
towards each providing a full range of
financial services, including global exchanges
and multi-currency deposits, as well as strong
digital investing options. Without a doubt,
our relationship with Currencycloud will help
us achieve our objectives, create a highquality professional product, and solidify
BnkPro Ltd's position as an industry leader,"
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Finacle Digital Banking Solution Suite is chosen by UnionBank of the Philippines:
Fortinet today announced that its industryleading Fortinet Secure SD-WAN has been
integrated with the Google Cloud Network
Connectivity Center (NCC). According to the
announcement, Fortinet is extending the
benefits of its industry-leading Fortinet
Secure SD-WAN solution to Google Cloud
NCC subscribers, simplifying and improving
their connectivity across distant sites, Google
Cloud workloads, and apps. With the addition
of Google Cloud's NCC, Fortinet's Adaptive
Cloud Security portfolio adds to its already
extensive list of Google Cloud interfaces,
allowing for even more integrated and easier
cloud operations. Through the existing

integrations, Fortinet provides users with
consistent, best-in-class business security in

Google Cloud-based environments. “As
customers
continue
their
digital
transformation
journeys,
they
need
optimized connectivity, reduce operational
burden
and
lower
costs
without
compromising security. By further expanding
our partnership with Fortinet through their
integration with the Network Connectivity
Center, we’re empowering our customers’
cloud journeys by simplifying and securing
their applications,” says Shailesh Shukla, Vice
President, Product Management and General
Manager for Networking at Google Cloud.

SBI Introduces a New Feature for the YONO and YONO Lite Applications to Prevent Online Fraud:
Family Money is for parents with children
aged 8 to 17 and costs $5.99 per month for

up to five accounts, according to Verizon.
Deposits are maintained at Metropolitan
Commercial Bank and the account is
powered by Galileo's payment processing
technology. The new programme places
the telecom firm in challenger bank
territory, where a slew of digital players
are trying to teach kids about banking and
personal finance. Gohenry, a challenger
bank located in the United Kingdom, is
spending the majority of the $40 million it

raised in December to expand into the US
market. The digital platform gives customers
with a prepaid debit card and bank account
with parental controls for a monthly
membership cost of $3.99 per account. Step,
situated in San Francisco, is likewise aiming
for the Gen Z market. Verizon isn't the first
telecom provider to enter the financial
services industry.

PM Modi will unveil a "futuristic digital payment solution." Today is the day for e-RUPI:
With the debut of a business checking
account, American Express is expanding its
banking offerings, leveraging the automated
lending technology of Kabbage, the fintech it
acquired last year. The Kabbage Checking
account, which has no fees and pays an
annual percentage yield of 1.1 percent on
accounts up to $100,000, is designed to help
small businesses develop. Small-business
owners can use free in-network ATMs,

mobile check deposit, a debit card, and bill
pay with the checking
account,
which
is
offered in cooperation
with Green Dot. Users
can also deposit cash at
90,000
participating
merchants across the
country. The account is
only one of many products offered by

American Express as part of its mission to
become a "digital
one-stop shop"
for small-business
banking, a market
that has long been
controlled
by
traditional banks
and is now seeing
a growing number of fintechs.

BT and Microsoft have formed a new partnership for industry growth:

Bharti Airtel and the Tata Group recently
established strategic cooperation to build
India's 5G network. The Tata Group has built

a ‘state-of-the-art' O-RAN-based Radio
and NSA/SA Core, as well as a
completely indigenous telecom stack,
using the Group's and its partners'
capabilities. Starting in January 2022,
this will be open for commercial
advancement. Airtel will examine and
expand this original technology in India
as a portion of its 5G rollout objectives, with
the action estimated to commence in January
2022, as per the government standards.
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These ‘Made in India' 5G products and
solutions are compliant with international
norms and can interact with other assets
using free interfaces defined by the O-RAN
Alliance. Once economically established in
Airtel's expanded and brownfield channels,
5G technologies will unlock the trading
strength for India, which is at present the
world's second-largest telecom market. “As a
Group, we are thrilled about the possibility
offered by 5G and alongside opportunities
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InCred Finance and KKR India Financial Services have teamed up to offer a variety of lending option:

Federal Bank has expanded its strategic partnership
with Oracle and Infosys to provide a better customer

experience through the Oracle CX platform. To
strengthen Federal Bank's operations and
deliver connected, data-driven, and intelligent
customer experiences across all touch points,
the partnership will develop a comprehensive
integrated
Customer
Relationship
Management (CRM) solution spanning
marketing, sales, customer service, and social
listening. “As enterprises turn to cloud and data
driven insights to make their value chains more
agile and resilient, Oracle is constantly innovating with
new digital tools to empower customers to derive

maximum RoI from their data. With Federal Bank
opting for Oracle Cloud Customer experience solutions,
our endeavor is to help the bank discover the endless
potential of using AI and data to understand their
customer consumption patterns and deliver relevant,
uniform customer experiences across platforms,” said
Rakesh Jaitly, Senior Sales Director Oracle CX. Through
order to achievea "Single Source ofTruth,"FederalBank
will launch a 360-degree picture of the customer
portfolio in an application. These services, according to
the lender, will assist boost production and customer
happiness.

FortiManager integration with Terraform has been announced by Fortinet and HashiCorp to automate cloud security:
Fortinet, a global provider of broad, integrated, and
automated cybersecurity solutions, has announced a
partnership with HashiCorp Terraform to simplify and
automate Day zero and Day one operations for multicloud and hybrid cloud installations based on the
Fortinet Security Fabric. Multi- and hybrid clouds are
used by more than 90% of businesses. As a result,
maintaining infrastructure and installations across the
numerous cloud environments that they employ can
overwhelm cloud and network operations teams.
Interconnecting apps and data across clouds, data
centres, and branches is a problem for businesses, and
it often comes at the sacrifice of security and operational
efficiency. At the same time, due in large part to manual
processes, misconfiguration is the number one security

risk affecting cloud deployments. As they use hybrid
cloud and multi-cloud to move faster and be more
flexible, organisations are looking to automate and
expand their DevOps lifecycle by using
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) to provision,
configure, and pull down essential cloud
infrastructure on demand. Customers
can now deploy, manage, and automate
security across even the most complex
multi-cloud systems thanks to Fortinet's
integration with Terraform.
“We are excited about Fortinet’s new
integration with Terraform. The new,
verified Terraform provider for
FortiManager and FortiOS enables

operators to provision and manage Fortinet resources
to better administer their multi-cloud infrastructure,
minimising cloud waste and improving security”.

At Diyar Al Muharrraq, BBK will launch its fourth 24-hour digital branch:
BBK, Bahraini retail, and the commercial bank has
recently declared plans to initiate a new 24/7 digital
branch in Diyar AlMuharraq later this year, making it the
bank's fourth digital "BBKPLUS" branch after the thriving
launch of its self-service digital branches in the Bahrain
City Center in early 2020 and the Tala Plaza Financial
Mall in February of this year. This newest addition to the
BBKPLUS branch network is one of the Bank's many
efforts to digitize its financial services and build a self-

service and optimal banking practice for its clients. The
new branch will offer a variety of digital services to
customers, including Smart ATMs, Corporate Deposit
Machines, Instant Debit Card Issuance Machines, Bank
Statement Issuance Machines, and an Interactive Teller
Machine that assists customers in doing banking
transactions. Customers will also have access to user
support and sales consultancy services from the Bank's
customer service representatives during branch hours.

TCS strengthens its strong partnership with Google Cloud:
Tata Consultancy Services, India's most comprehensive
IT services firm, recently announced that it is expanding
its strategic partnership with Google Cloud by building
experience centres for customers to experience cloud
solutions, as well as co-developing new solutions in
retail, manufacturing, and finance sectors. TCS will open
Google Garages at its research institutions in New York,
Tokyo, and Amsterdam, allowing businesses to analyze
cloud solutions, test and develop programs, and use
analytics and artificial intelligence to meet business
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challenges. TCS further stated that the garages will
highlight its array of Google Cloud-based products and
services, including BaNCS, Optumera, a marketing and
distribution network optimization tool, and WaferWise,
a system for semiconductor manufacturers to
suspicious activities. Apart from some industry-specific
solutions, the IT services behemoth is a Google Cloud
partner and offers end-to-end services in cloud
migration, application and data modernization,

15
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Introduction
The system that captures and transfers payment data from the customer to the acquirer is known as a payment
gateway. A payment gateway is what keeps the payments ecosystem running smoothly by allowing consumers and
companies to make online payments. You don't have to be a payment gateway specialist to be an online merchant,
but it's worth knowing the basics of how an online payment gets from your client to your bank account. This article
describes what a payment gateway is, how it works, why an online merchant needs one, and how to select the best
payment gateway provider for your company. A payment gateway is a piece of software that gathers and sends
payment data from a customer to an acquirer, then returns the payment acceptance or decline to the consumer.

A payment gateway secures the cardholder's information, guarantees that money is available, and allows businesses
to be paid. It serves as a link between a merchant's website and their payment processor. It encrypts sensitive credit
card information and ensures that it is safely transmitted from the customer to the acquiring bank via the merchant.
To put it another way, the payment gateway acts as a go-between for your customer and the merchant, ensuring that
the transaction is completed safely and quickly. An online payment gateway can make integrating the essential
software easier for merchants. The gateway manages the customer's sensitive card details between the acquirer and
the merchant as a mediator during payment processing.

Why we need a payment gateway?
Why do you need a payment gateway if it's only a middleman, you might ask? Before we answer this question, it's
important to note that online payments are handled as card-not-present transactions. The customer's card cannot be
physically swiped on a POS terminal, as it would be if the payment were handled in a real store. As a result, you may
only rely on the card details provided by the customer on the payment page. But how can you be certain that the card
being used by the customer is theirs? The fraud risk is much larger with card-not-present transactions, and this is
where a payment gateway comes in handy.
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What happens if the payment gateway is removed from the online payment process? Fraudsters would have easy
access to the card information you handle, putting your company at risk of fraud and chargebacks. Furthermore,
criminals would develop new ways to conduct unauthorised transactions, leaving you even more vulnerable to fraud
and harming your brand's reputation.
Your customer's payment data is guarded by a payment gateway. A payment gateway keeps undesirable threats away
from sensitive card data by relaying information from you, the merchant, to the acquirer and the issuing bank using
data encryption. A payment gateway protects retailers from expired cards, insufficient cash, cancelled accounts, and
exceeding credit limits, in addition to fraud monitoring.

Razorpay
For enterprises, Razorpay is also a highly effective payment gateway. Razorpay is a payment gateway that was
launched in 2014 and today has over 800,000 customers. In October 2020, the company was named a unicorn startup
in India, with a valuation of over $1 billion. To date, the Bangalore-based finance startup has garnered more than $200
million in funding.
Razorpay is known for its quick activation and
simple integration. You also get a Dashboard if
you use this payment gateway, where you can
check real-time purchasing data. Razorpay is
popular among small, medium, and large
businesses, freelancers, and the self-employed
because it is simple to use and secure. You may
accept payments using a variety of ways, including credit/debit cards, net-banking, UPI, and wallets, thanks to the
payment gateway. Razorpay can be used as a payment gateway for a variety of websites, including WooCommerce,
Magento, CS-Cart, OpenCart, and others. Unacademy, UrbanClap, Zoomcar, Groffers, and BookMyShow are just a few
of the well-known companies that use the Razorpay payment platform.
RazorpayX is Razorpay's business banking division, which facilitates end-to-end money transfers. It's a safe approach
to conduct business.
You can keep track of your marketplace and set up automated bank transactions. There are also options for collecting
recurring payments, sharing invoices, and applying for working capital loans. If you possess a Magento store,
Meetanshi has a ready-to-use solution called Magento Razorpay Payments that allows you to connect your Magento
site to India's Razorpay payment gateway and accept safe online payments in 92 currencies.

Cashfree
Cashfree has grown in popularity due to the fact that it is India's cheapest payment gateway. This payment gateway
provides a quick payment service as well as an instant return option.
Since its inception in 2015, the company has grown to serve over 15,000 enterprises. Cashfree accepts credit and
debit cards, as well as net banking and UPI.
There is also the option of receiving foreign
payments. This payment gateway offers a
service known as "Cashgram." It creates a
weblink that businesses can send to
customers in order to collect money.
BigBasket, Dunzo, Xiaomi, HDFC ERGO, and
other well-known brands are among
Cashfree's clients.
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New Entrants and Key players
Importance of AI in BFSI
Enables overall superior customer experience
Convenience is the polar opposite of traditional banking. It has failed to meet the financial needs of the majority of its
current consumers, the Millenials, today's youngest and most energetic generation. Artificial intelligence has ushered
in a technological revolution in banking, resulting in a plethora of new options. The most serious issue with banks is
long lines. Chatbots and other virtual assistants nearly totally overcome this problem, allowing customers to do all
banking transactions from the comfort of their own homes.

Empowers customer service through AI-based tools
When it comes to AI in the banking industry, we can't forget about Chatbots. Specifically, since they have an impact
on customer service and experience by assisting customer support professionals. Banks and other financial institutions
can use chatbots to combine their self-help library with the chatbots. All client FAQs can be answered automatically
without the need for a live agent. Chatbots can automatically redirect clients to live representatives for complicated
questions.

Data-driven decision-making
Banking institutions' legacy infrastructures and business processes have never fully embraced data. AI analytics can
help these organisations put their analytical data into a legible and understandable format by collecting and analysing
it. They'll be able to see their flaws and strengths thanks to AI-generated reports, allowing them to repurpose their
procedures. AI aids in the development and implementation of accurate marketing strategies. Big data analytics has
introduced exact targeting for each user group, so marketing techniques no longer require guesswork.

AI-driven risk management
The banking and finance industries are extremely reliant on global forces. Scams, currency fluctuations, natural
disasters, and political turmoil all have a significant impact on these businesses. Business decisions should be
conducted with extreme caution during such unpredictable times. AI-driven analytics can help you stay prepared and
make timely decisions by providing a pretty clear picture of what is to come. Today, AI typically identifies dangerous
applications by calculating the likelihood of a client defaulting on a loan. It analyses historical behavioural patterns and
smartphone data to forecast future behaviour.
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Paytm
Paytm is the first name that springs to mind when we
think about completing an online payment. Paytm is a
fantastic payment gateway that is really simple to use.
The payment gateway accepts all domestic credit and
debit cards from more than 50 different banks. The userfriendliness of the Paytm payment gateway is its best
feature. The payment gateway is constructed in such a way that anyone may make a payment with ease. International
transactions are also supported by the payment gateway: For international credit/debit cards, the rate is 2.8 percent.
All international payment/credit card types are accepted. 72+ Support for Multiple Currencies

Paypal
Paypal, which has a global reputation,
could be a suitable fit for your company.
More than 325 million active clients and a
presence in more than 200 countries make
up the payment software behemoth.
For making an online transaction, PayPal
offers world-class security. Almost every
international credit and debit card is
accepted. It also facilitates the settlement of international money transactions. Money can be withdrawn in 56
different currencies by merchants. The company offers smooth shopping with an 82 percent greater checkout
conversion rate than alternative payment methods. PayPal also monitors transactions 24 hours a day, seven days a
week to safeguard clients from fraud. A recurring payment option is also available. PaPal is used as a key payment
gateway by big organisations like Udemy, MakeMyTrip, ALT Balaji, Gaana, and many others.

CC Avenue
In South Asia, including India, CCAvenue is one
of the most widely used payment gateways.
The payment gateway is simple to use, as well
as quick and secure. There are almost 200
payment choices available through this
payment gateway, including 6 credit cards,
58+ net banking, 97+ debit cards, 14 Bank EMI,
and so on. It also enables for the integration of
websites and applications. The transaction page is mobile-friendly and offers a quick and easy checkout process. The
company has developed FRISK for security purposes (Fraud and Risk Identification System & Knowledge).
This ensures that payments are made in a safe and secure manner. The best part is that there are no withdrawal fees
with this payment gateway.
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Easy Payment Gateway
Easy Payment Gateway was founded in 2014 with a clear
mission: to make it simple for businesses to manage their
payments. We are now a multidisciplinary team of more than
40 professionals working together to help your company
flourish.
Customers from all over the world can be reached. There are
no limits for your organisation with over 240 payment and
fraud solutions and cloud technology. We are a "Developer-Centric" organisation, which means we strive to make their
job as easy as possible. Choose from three alternative ways to integrate and make it as unique as you want.
Create your own flow chart with the payment and fraud criteria that your company requires. With our drag-and-drop
technology, you can forget about development. Control when a parameter is accepted or blocked, set any alerts, and
control when a transaction is blocked or allowed. Create reports based on any data or select from a list of pre-defined
options. All in one place, analyse your market and get to know your customers.

Instamojo
Another successful Indian payment gateway
startup with over 1 million active clients is
Instamojo.
Because of its ease of use and incredibly simple
user interface, this payment gateway has grown
in popularity. Instamojo also accepts over 100
different payment methods, including. It also
has a recurring billing feature that allows
merchants to take monthly payments. It is also
possible to integrate with a website and to integrate with a mobile device. The nicest part about Instamojo is that
NEFT/RTGS and bank transfers are free. It does not accept payments in several currencies. Instamojo's main customers
include Shriram Properties, Zepo, Adani Realty, and SpringBoard.

MobiKwik
MobiKwik is also one of India's most rapidly rising
payment gateways. As of 2016, this payment
gateway is used by over 1.5 million firms for online
transactions.
This payment gateway is mainly concerned with
creating a pleasant mobile experience. It features
a feature that automatically recognises OTP (One
Time Password). Website metrics are also displayed by the payment gateway.
Credit and debit cards, wallets, international cards, UPI, and EMIs are all supported by MobiKwik. It's possible to
combine it with websites and apps. The feature of recurring billing is not supported. MobiKwik's most popular
customers include Zomato, Uber, and Business World.
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Citrus Pay
Citrus, currently a consumer brand, is owned by PayU Payments,
India's largest digital payment services provider, with over
50,000 merchants. Citrus Pay is at the forefront of the mobile and
digital payments revolution, which is affecting every aspect of a
consumer's life. It is India's fastest growing fintech firm,
providing consumer payments and mobile banking services, and
is led by Amrish Rau and Jitendra Gupta. Citrus Pay works with
prominent airlines, utilities, marketplaces, and tens of thousands
of other merchants to provide 25 million customers with frictionless, secure payments. We're known for pioneering
payment solutions including 1-click checkout, cab wallets, consumer analytics, and native mobile app payments,
among others. Pune Municipal Corporation, Delhi Metro, Delhi Jal Board, PVR, INOX, BookMyShow, ShopClues, Jet
Airways, Indigo, GoAir, Runnr, Faasos, Grofers, ZoomCar, Airtel, and others are among the reputable merchants
connected with Citrus. Citrus Pay is constantly innovating as it streamlines checkout flows, ensures complete security
for consumers, provides excellent payment services to thousands of merchants, processes millions of transactions per
month, and optimises online purchases for the modern Indian consumer using a smartphone or tablet.

Atom Technologies
The payment gateway has over 50 banks and 256+ payment
choices, including credit cards, debit cards, IMPS, and more.
Atom includes an express checkout page to expedite the
process. It has a high-security encryption system for security
reasons. Retrying a payment is also an option. Customers
receive an invoice after purchasing a goods using Atom. Merchants may use Merchant Console to keep track of all
payments and traffic. It is compatible with a multi-currency system. Integration with websites and applications is
possible.
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Importance of a Standard Payment Gateway platform
1. Safety and Security
When making a payment, the payment gateway should provide a secure environment. Ecommerce behemoths
like Amazon India and Flipkart are constantly striving to provide the greatest buying experience possible. That is
why safety is so important. You should select a payment gateway that provides exceptional security to your
customers.

2. Responsiveness
Mobile users are continuously expanding, and if your payment gateway is not mobile-friendly, you risk losing a
lot of clients. Make sure the payment gateway you choose is mobile-friendly.

3. Bank Settlement Time:
When looking for payment gateways, be careful to look at the settlement time. Some payment gateways have a
settlement time of 5-6 days. The time it takes to settle should be less than three days.
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4. Integration Process:
As a business owner, you should concentrate on running your company, not on integrating a payment gateway. If
a payment gateway's integration takes too long, you should avoid it and choose for the one that takes the least
amount of time.

5. 24 hours a day customer support:
It is critical to have excellent customer service. If you have a problem with the service, the payment gateway
provider should be able to solve it quickly.

Role & Features of a Payment Gateway
Payment gateway services are essential for processing all credit cards online. It works in the same way that a point of
service (POS) gadget does when you pay for gas. The payment gateway's principal function is to facilitate transactions
between you and your customers. Remember that without the approval of a payment gateway, the transaction will
not be completed, and you will not receive the funds. Payment data is dissected and moved by a payment processor.

Payment gateways confirm the transfer of funds between buyers and sellers. When customers come to your
eCommerce business, they're looking for a good value on a product or service, as well as a straightforward and secure
payment method.

Conclusion
Payment gateways are used to make internet transactions go smoothly and to receive bank approval. This service
transmits credit card information from a website to a secure payment network for processing. It sends the transaction
details and responses from the credit card payment network to the appropriate website. A payment gateway is
essential to any business and e-commerce website for a variety of reasons. According to a survey by Shape Security,
illicit hacking efforts accounted for 90% of total login attempts to online retailers and businesses in 2018. Payment
gateways are critical for preventing hacking attempts like this one, especially for small firms. A payment gateway
allows merchants and business owners to accept and process credit card and debit card payments. It also makes it
easier for businesses to accept other forms of online payment. The increased payment choices make it easier for
business owners to meet the needs and desires of various customers.
There are a variety of payment gateway service providers to choose from, and it is the responsibility of online business
owners to assess and select the payment gateway that best matches their company's and customers' needs. They
should also think about the security of their website. SSL certifications from approved institutions in charge of
confirming the gateway's requirements for operation are required for efficient payment gateways. Payment gateways
must also be PCI-compliant and follow best practises to ensure data security and privacy during all transactions.
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Mr Amartya Singh
Senior Director
Cashfree
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:
I have 10+ years of cross-functional domain work-experience in Strategy,
Partnerships, BD/Sales, P & L Growth & People Management. My work stints
are spread across diverse sectors like PaymentTech, InternetTech, FinTech,
Education, Consulting. At Digio, as Head of Business, my work involved Market
assessment, BD/Sales, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance,
Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account Management, Pitching, Commercials,
Delivery, Upselling.
I have worked with a Marquee clientele incl. Banks(Private/Public), NBFCs (Loans, Stock-broking, Insurance, Techdriven firms (Fintech, EdTech, RegTech, etc), Corporates and Govt. entities, and worked with regulatory bodies like
NPCI, CCA, India Stack for setting up frameworks like eNACH, eSign. Prior to Digio, I have worked as the Business Head
with P&L responsibilities at T.I.M.E. Pvt Ltd for a 10+ Cr Revenue Testprep product. I have also had Management
Consulting experience in Strategy & Operations at KPMG where I have worked in engagements involving business
strategy planning, project management, go-to-market strategy and process optimization.

Experience
Cashfree
1 year 7 months
Senior Director - Banking Partnerships, New Product Initiatives & BaaS
April 2021 - Present (3 months)
Bengaluru, Karnataka, India



Banking Partnerships
New Product Initiatives




BaaS (Neobanking)
Cross-border Payments

Digio.in
Head of Business
May 2017 - October 2019 (2 years 6 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Areas of Work: Market Assessment, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance, Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account
Management
- Product Portfolio: Aadhaar/DSC eSign, NPCI-Compliant NACH for debits & subscriptions, Document Management
- Led strategic alliance & executed Digitization Go-Live for Banks, Stockbrokers, Fintechs, Insurance firms and Unicorns
in the digital education, insurance marketplace and B2B marketplace
- Liaised with regulatory bodies like NPCI, CCA for development of frameworks like NACH, eSign, India
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Mr. Vikas Kumar
Co-Founder at Loan Tap Financial
Technologies, Investor, Author, Marathoner
Pune, India

- Over sixteen years’ experience in the software industry with the majority of it as a CTO of Brainvisa which
I founded along with my partners in 2000.
- Advising startups and small business to get to the next level in technology and strategy, have invested in
few of these startups.
- Co-authored a book titled " Startups - Finding funding " which talks about 20 startups and how they raised
funds in 20 unique ways.

Loan Tap Financial Technologies
Co-Founder and CTO
July 2016 - Present
- A Fintech firm for online delivery of retail asset products.
- Loan tap specialises in providing unique financial products primarily to Salaried Professionals.
- Loan tap has been growing rapidly and is now a well-recognised brand in the Fintech space.

Brainvisa Technologies
Co-founder and CTO
March 2000 - January 2010
Pune Area, India
- Over my 10 year stint I built a Learning Management System, Rapidel a Word based Authoring Tool and Wow an
ELearning Project Management Tool which was even used by Microsoft and UPS
- We were one of the largest ELearning companies from India catering to the Fortune 500.

Mobikon Technologies PVT Ltd
Technical Architect
August 2010 - March 2012

Education



Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
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Mr Andy Sen
Chief Technology Officer
mPokket
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:

If we haven't met before, adding a relevant note to your
connection request will significantly improve the chances of it
being accepted.
We are building the next generation platform for quick loans
– from app download to money in your bank account in 15
minutes or less.

Experience
mPokket
Chief Technology Officer
April 2019 - Present (2 years 3 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
Scale, scale, scale my platform, Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily merrily - Life is anything and (at times) a dream.
Tesco Bengaluru
Head of Software Development
March 2016 - April 2019 (3 years 2 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
▪ Lead distributed engineering teams- serving up Product Data and Marketing Content (API & micro sites)
▪ Product APIs used across Tesco’s website, tills and IoT/Handheld devices
▪ Clear focus on scalability, availability and engineering efficiency

Capital mind
Consulting CTO
March 2014 - January 2016 (1 year 11 months)
For Capital Mind:
▪ Capital Mind: Architecting, coding and hosting of a scalable platform for visualization of market data from NSE India
▪ Edu Synapse: Architected and coded multiple use cases on the Raspberry Pi- Pulse oximeter, educational content
distribution, classroom teaching & quizzing aid
▪ Overseeing the tech build & launch of an early stage home decor start-up.
▪ Consultant for a DRDO technology firm
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Sunit Vakharia
Head - Consumer Banking Technology India- DBS Bank
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
▪ Responsible for defining roadmap, planning and delivery of strategic capabilities for BOB Financial spanning back to
front, aligning with the firm’s broader strategy.
▪ Senior strategic executive with solid understanding of the Financial ecosystem, deeply analytical and data driven with
strong understanding of technologies.

HSBC
Senior VP, IT Development,
HSBC Technology
Mumbai, India
▪ Elevated to Senior VP HSBC with extensive IT Delivery Management responsibilities.
▪ Promotes Entrepreneurial Thinking, Diversity and Ensures alignment to Group Risk and Control Improvement
programs.
▪ Actively participate in defining HSBC India Technology Strategy, Future Roadmap and Target Operating model for
Software Delivery function.
▪ Senior Stakeholder Management, Cost Management and People Management as core deliverables.
▪ Built an Investor Relations application which significantly streamlined a fund's IR reporting process
▪ Headed end to end implementation of RBI’s Automated Data Flow at HSBC.
▪ Participate in IT Strategy, IT Steering Committee and Annual Technology Planning.

VP - Delivery, Global Functions & Data Solutions
HSBC Technology
Overall strategic planning, coordination and delivery of a functionally and financially efficient IT Development /
Systems Delivery portfolio for Global function, Service Delivery and Frontline Businesses.
As Delivery Head of Data Solution, Global functions &amp; Support Services will be responsible for Managing as well
rolling out end to end technology solutions for Global Functions at the same time delivering BI/CRM/Sales
solution for ‘Pan Bank’.

Education



University of Pennsylvania - The Wharton School
Leadership Management Training, Strategic Thinking and Leadership.
University of Mumbai.
Bachelor of Engineering, Instrumentation
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Mr Harsh Mittal
Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue, Mumbai
Introduction: As an expert in building large scale software products and services I enjoy

building, leading and mentoring product and engineering teams to succeed in challenging
projects with big customer impact. CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform
with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000 crores and counting with
innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for
CredAvenue.

Experience
CredAvenue Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000
crores and counting with innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for CredAvenue.MOBI: Digital eKYC
(Merchant On boarding) App

Facebook
Engineering leader
Leading multiple engineering teams in integrity space. Solving problems of online Identity fraud and misrepresentation
enabling accountability and reducing harm.

Circles.Life
Head of Engineering
I am responsible for all Engineering functions including Backend development, Mobile, Web, Data, Devops, SRE, QA
and TPM. I have been instrumental in building Engineering team, Defining Tech vision, strategy and architecture. I
have grown Engineering team from less than 15 to 150+ across SG, Bangalore, India, Taiwan, Australia and Indonesia
during last 1.5 years. We use a cloud-based business model to automated telco systems and replace legacy. To
customer, we deliver a highly customisable mobile service (voice, data, roaming, others) that users can manage
through their smartphones.

Jio
Head of Engineering
Headed Engineering for Financial innovation center @Bangalore. Managed multiple full stack teams (50+ engineers)
responsible for Jio Coupons platform, Jio Tap & Pay and Jio Payments

Flipkart
Senior Engineering Manager
At Flipkart I managed Payments and Big data platform teams
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Mr Ayaskant Mohapatra
Head of Information Technology
YES SECURITIES, Thane
Scalable system architecture design for various software project Moving with new
digital innovation and taking the business to next level by implementing Mobile
Platform and Big data. Hands on experience with, Open Source, Microsoft and Oracle
Application stack. Dynamic and accomplished professional with extensive
experience in handling application software products & planning for infrastructure
setup for financial institutions (Capital market, Institutional broking & retail broking,
NBFC, Insurance, banking and Mutual funds). Also Managing IT setup through inhouse team as well as Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in a cost effective way. Hands on
experience for start-ups and managing acquisition.

Experience
YES SECURITIES
Head of Information Technology
Mumbai, India
EXPERTISE
 Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
 Implemented a robust trading solution for investing in various asset class including Commodity and
third party products.
 Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
 Setting up New Edge Data Centre with DR and BCP for the critical business function.
 Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding Institutional business &branch business.
 Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
 Set up digital way to reach out our customers using social media and what's app and Instagram.
 Planning and Scheduling
Axis Securities Limited
 Information
• Working on
Educational Mobile Apps which links to their ERP system
DGM
& Technology
Mumbai,
India working knowledge on Peoplesoft Campus Solution ERP system
 • Sound






 Civil – Electrical – POP – Modular – Wallpaper & Paintings.

Managing IT setup for Axis Securities, involved in Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in
a cost effective way.
Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
Implemented a robust trading solution for Axis Direct, which is the fastest trading platform in terms of execution
and ahead of competition.
Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
Implemented MPLS network across branches. This helps us to save major cost on bandwidth and brings us
reliability.
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Setting up DR and BCP for the critical business function.
Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding branch business.
Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
Set up first in the industry Hosted Contact Centre solution for both in bound and out bound with integrated with
missed called service.

HSBC Invest Direct (India) Limited,
V.P Software Development
Working as delivery head for the core business products which includes building and managing Trading application,
Risk management system, various middleware application, customer service module including web portal. Responsible
for infrastructure management along without sourced vendor and in-house expertise.




Smart Direct, Online trading Platform (Equity, Derivatives. IPO & Mutualfund).
HAWK – Consolidated risk Management system (Equity, derivative and MTF/Non MTF).
Common Account code generation across all product segments.



Private Banking and Weal management platform development.
Online Payment Gateway with HSBC and few other banks.
Content website development, Integration with Trading website
ISS – The Interactive Stock Screener – A toll that helps you spot market opportunities.
Smart Portfolio – The integrated portfolio management system to manage customer transaction.
Data Centre management and infrastructure planning.







Motilal Oswal Financial Services.
Manager Software development
Mumbai, India
I was associated with Motilal Oswal Financial Services as a Manager Software development and had the opportunity
to lead and nurture a team of 20+ skilled resources at all level. Had responsibility to implement and execute the
strategy for CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.









Stabilized Branches and Franchisee network through V-sat network.
Corporate Website – Developed internally.
Equity and Derivative Back Office Implementation.
PMS application Implementation.
DP Back Office Implementation.
Call Analysis Application integration with CRM module.
departments on assigned projects.
Implemented CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.

TeleSoft Systems
Sr. Software Developer
Mumbai
Was working for our various Banking clients like HDFC bank, service industries & FMCG clients. Work on the product
Portfolio managmentsolutions, Investment banking and core banking Application. and variousFinancial modules for
RISK Management System.
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Jet Airways
Group Head Information Technology
Was a part of and headed Jet Airways Digital Innovation & Technology unit and reported to group CEO. Was leading a team of
300+ employees. As part of this assignment led multiple Digital Opportunities at Jet Airways which transformed Jet Airways from
an Old Tech School in to a Digital savvy Organisation. Few of my initiatives were:






Voice Based Solution
Artificial Intelligence Based Booking and Payment Engine
Global Distribution System Consolidation
Digital Buy ON Board solution along with Seat Map, Offline order Processing.

Career Highlights:
➢ I bring with me over 13+ years of experience in software development experience including 7+ years of
Mobility Banking experience & Digital Solutions.
➢ Working as a Director/Delivery Manager – Mobility, working exclusively on Mobile Wallets & growing
business to customer area for MasterCard.
➢ Service Delivery Operations Lead – Accountable for managing and delivering procurement operations
services including: requisition/order management, contract management, supplier performance
management, with oversight and responsibility for ~ 40+ FTEs. Consistently exceeded contract service level
agreements (SLA) over 3-year period.
➢ Been involved in all stages of software development cycle, I am comfortable working with AGILE, SDLC
SCRUM.
➢ Worked on Cross Platform such as Phonegap, Kony, Sencha Touch (HTML, CSS & JQuery) & Native
Platform as “Objective C for iOS” and integration of various ERP's, Database to the Mobile Application.
➢ Accountable for the development and the implementation of integrated federated Mobile solutions
working across all of MasterCard business units.
➢ Work closely with business stakeholders to obtain consensus on both design and digital vision and
implementation track
➢ Lead consolidation of platforms and re-use of systems in order to bring efficiencies within MasterCard
and bring products quickly to market
➢ Maintains relationships with business partners and stakeholders by providing support, information, and
guidance; researching and recommending new opportunities.
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Special Coverage – Safeguarding BFSI Sector from Cyber Threats:
Introduction -The Status of Cybersecurity in Banking
The global banking system has seen considerable changes in terms of processes, transactions, and operations in recent
years, all of which have been influenced by technology and its advances. Within systemic operations and information
technology innovation, however, there are special concerns. Banks rely on third-party platforms to provide a variety
of digital services. As a result, they are reliant on systems that are beyond their control. Because of the rapid evolution
of technology, cyber threats and attacks are difficult to detect. Banks should consider cyber-attacks in order to protect
their clients; the study will serve as a foundation for future research into cyber-threats and strategies, as well as the
protection strategies used by banks and the level of awareness that banks and clients have about cyber-threats and
security. The primary concern of a financial institution's security system in previous decades has been to secure its
physical data and buildings. In today's world, however, rapidly expanding technology has played a key part in changing
traditional corporate processes into highly innovative and efficient banking operations.

A high-tech organisation, on the other hand, may face a variety of obstacles, many of which might result in data
breaches and attempts by hackers to damage valuable assets. As a result, financial institutions must exercise caution
and vigilance in the face of such dangers by implementing cybersecurity systems to manage and mitigate these risks.
The banking industry is struggling to keep up with rapid technology advancements, particularly legislation governing
financial operations. The technical legacy is inconvenient for customers and poses significant security threats for banks
and their customers. Furthermore, when their data is taken hostage, banks may end up paying hundreds of thousands
of dollars to cyber criminals to release the information. This will have a financial and reputational impact on the bank,
as clients will lose faith in the financial institution. Because the globe is experiencing a wave of digitization, banks must
enhance their cybersecurity, as hackers may be able to get past these barriers swiftly. Banks may suffer the following
losses as a result of cyber-attacks on their platform:





False transactions caused by cyber assaults can result in significant financial losses for both customers and
banks.
The confidential information stolen from the banking institution may be sold by the attackers. The stolen
information is then exploited for nefarious reasons.
Hackers may start focusing on individual clients within the firm. This could lead to customer identity theft or
frustration.
Insufficient information security compliance will harm the financial institution's public image.
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Special Coverage – Safeguarding BFSI Sector from Cyber Threats:
The Impact of Technological Advancement on Cybersecurity
Many firms throughout the world are facing the unpleasant threat of electronic information theft, making it difficult
to efficiently manage risks and keep secure data. As a result, cybersecurity is becoming increasingly important. As a
result of critical continuous breakthroughs in information technology, many new criminal actions have emerged that
are difficult to cover by cybercrime limits since they go beyond the community's morality, society, laws, and politics.
As a result, according to Spalevi, cybercrime is concerned with the electronic environment and can be defined as any
illegal action against computer information systems. As a result, cybersecurity must be implemented in order to keep
data safe. As a result, several investigations by diverse scholars have attempted to improve the knowledge and
importance of such a concept. The horrific data breach that occurred in 2013, in which over 740 million records were
illegally exposed, is one of the motivators for additional research.

The modern cyber threats to the banking sector
While there are numerous typical cybersecurity dangers to the financial sector, the following are a few current
examples:

Identity Theft
Identity theft is the act of obtaining someone else's financial or personal
information without their permission in order to engage in illicit actions. When a
bank suffers a data breach, the stolen information of the bank's customers is
frequently sold and bought on the dark web by unlawful organisations and other
hackers.

Spoofing Insecure Third-Party Services
This is a relatively new sort of cyber threat in which cyber attackers create a phoney
website that functions and appears just like the bank's URL. If the attackers can
persuade the consumer to open and utilise the fake website rather than the actual
one, the customer will usually provide sensitive information such as login and
password, believing they are signing in to the bank's legitimate website. This
information is rapidly acquired by hackers and used or sold later when it is submitted
by the customer on the false website.
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Special Coverage – Safeguarding BFSI Sector from Cyber Threats:
Insecure Third-Party Services
Several financial institutions use third-party solutions to provide better service to their consumers, such as chatbots
and customer relationship management software provided by other private organisations. However, if these thirdparty organisations aren't cyber secure, it could have a negative influence on your bank. The degree of integration that
third-party technologies have with core banking systems and systems that store client data should be regularly
monitored and audited.

Techniques to achieve cybersecurity
Today, there are various approaches for ensuring the security of an organization's data. Information is the most
important resource, and businesses need a secure database to protect it from theft or destruction. Risk to data is the
most dangerous that can happen to any organization. Because of this, cybersecurity was created; a business could
properly assess and manage the risk.

Seven-step recommendations to address cyber threats
Assessment of cybersecurity should be prioritised





Continuous threat assessment using a risk-based approach
Cybersecurity maturity assessment
Bridging the gaps
Merging cyber risk assessment with fraud risk and financial crime
reporting

01

Keeping remote access control secure

02

To Enable Server-based computing and digital workspaces
Zero-client and thin-client deployment
Examining security governance and distant connectivity solutions
Using a sophisticated and secure identification and authorization system
determining the extent of services that require protected access

Limiting access to third-party services

03 03

Prioritizing alliance partners' and vendors' access to and availability of services
Restricting their access to core infrastructure
The possibility of modifying contractual agreements to monitor third-party access to banking
infrastructure must be explored.

Outsourcing cybersecurity capabilities
Dealing with cybersecurity skills shortages by utilising cutting-edge services from third-party
security suppliers
Consider outsourcing a variety of cybersecurity activities, including security operations and
identification of insider threats
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Special Coverage – Safeguarding BFSI Sector from Cyber Threats:
Using advanced technology solutions and tools
Creating several lines of defence at various levels of the security ecosystem
Adopting defence options for threat intelligence and response capabilities, such as:
– Zero-trust architecture
– Advanced endpoint security systems
– Augment cybersecurity equipped with AI

05

Raising awareness through training
Inaugurate formal training programmes on cyber threats and cybersecurity practices for
employees
Involving different methods to educate employees
Developing cybersecurity culture at every level and viewing it as a continuous process

Bolstering security
competencies

through

threat

identification

and

response

06

07

Incorporate a modern and evolving security infrastructure while digitisation
DevOps choices and actions should include security, confidentiality, and policy checks.

Conclusion
The relevance of cybersecurity and risks has risen in recent years as the banking industry has become more
technologically reliant on online banking and e-banking services. This has increased the number of cyber-attacks by
hackers and criminals attempting to steal vital data and funds from financial institutions. Cyber
security
is
a
significant concern for businesses all over the world, particularly in the financial services sector. Cybercriminals target
banks the most, resulting in multimillion-dollar losses each year. It is critical that we discover strategies to limit the
threats to our cyber security while still providing convenient, technologically sophisticated services to our customers.

The time has come for the international community—including governments, central banks, supervisors, industry, and
other relevant stakeholders—to come together to address this urgent and important challenge. A well-thought-out
strategy, such as the one above, provides a blueprint for turning words into action. While the RBI and the government
are adopting proactive measures to combat cyber-attacks, they rely on stakeholders to take coordinated and timely
response. As the BFSI ecosystem evolves with newer technology trends such as crypto-currencies and blockchain,
cybersecurity must be prioritised as part of the design architecture with the goal of detecting and preventing attacks
in real time rather than correcting damage.
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IT Facts

Using big data, Netflix saves $1 billion per year on customer
retention.

If you ask Siri, Alexa, Cortana, or your bank’s Voice
assistance a question, most likely, you will be answered by
a pleasant and polite woman’s voice. The reason? Studies
show that males and females are more attracted to a
woman's voice.

Today it would take a person approximately 181 million years
to download all the data from the internet.

95% of businesses cite the need to manage unstructured data as a
problem for their business.
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IT Facts
A robot built in the late 1990s called Kismet can recognise

A robot wrote an article on an earthquake in California

emotions through human body language and voice tone.

on the Los Angeles Times website, gathering data from
a seismograph.

A robot that rebuilt itself after noticing its performance had

AI can learn anything quickly, meaning its intelligence is

dropped after losing two of its six legs. The robot did not

increasing. In 2013, AI had the same intelligence as a 4-year-old. By

know what the problem was but fixed it by trial and error.
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2029, AI will have the same intelligence level as adult humans.
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AI in Education

Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education, Architecture & IT-BFSI Sectors. We
have one of largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 66,000+ followers across our leading social
media platforms.
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